ABStrAct
IntroductIon
Digital images, that describe objects and/or situations in the real world, are frequently used to support complex human being activities. Furthermore, the pervasive use of image capture devices, and the increasing relevance of the image analysis in specialized fields (such as: medical, military, satellite, engineering, and so on) have brought an exponential growth of the image data sets into the local and/or distributed image databases. This growth makes the database management, and in particular the image retrieval, a complex task. Moreover, the entropy level of the images contained in these databases makes the optimal exploitation of the images and the performance of several operations (such as: intelligent indexing, comparisons, inference, special query, analysis, processing, and so on) not easy. All these factors contribute to the data mining processes inefficiency. This kind of problems can be overcome exploiting the images themselves. In fact, the novel technologies used in the different application domains allow to obtain images with high level details. These images often possess an informative content that goes beyond the simple visual representation. That is, by observing the relationships among pixels (or clusters of pixels) meaningful features of what is represented in the image can be brought out. This information content is connected to features of an image (such as: textures, colours, patterns, local and global characteristics, and so on). For this reason, the feature extraction matter is one of the main issues in image processing, since the understanding of the meaningful image features implies understanding the image (and parts of it) with its own semantic content. These features can be exploited, by the image analysis processes, to evaluate deeply the semantic informative content of every image, that is, to understand the morphological structure of every object contained in the image and the whole image itself. By the semantic content, and the connected features, it is possible to obtain an exhaustive and great metadata image representation through which to accomplish more effectively the mentioned database operations. In particular, store and retrieval operations can be performed in powerful, efficient and effectiveness way.
It is important to observe that the complex features extracted from images with high level details need new approaches to be represented. In fact, as well known, high level semantic characteristics (such as: textures, objects, shapes, patterns, local and global characteristics, and so on) need of more complex logical structures than low level semantic characteristics (such as: colours, statistical content information, gradients, and so on) to be represented. Moreover, it has to be taken in account that a single high level semantic characteristic on an image (as the texture) can require several feature images (called feature space) to be expressed. The quality and the accuracy of the feature space allow to classify every image according to the connected semantic characteristic, while the capacity to manage of the feature space (that is, the related feature space representation) drive the effectiveness with which the developed systems can store and retrieve the images into the databases. This chapter introduces and discusses the different Artificial Intelligent (AI) approaches used to extract and to represent the features of any image. In particular, the role of the Genetic Algorithms (GAs) has been highlighted. The chapter starts from a brief discussion about the feature extraction process, then it introduces a general description of some of the most interesting AI approaches and their application in image feature extraction problems. A more complete and exhaustive description of the GAs is given. Finally the possibility of combined AI approaches (used in the hybrid systems) to solve more complex feature extraction problems is faced. Therefore, some of the most recent and powerful applications exploiting the AI image feature extraction are shown.
FeAture extrActIon ProceSS
The image feature extraction process (Konstantinos et al., 2006; Woods, 2006) is the step through which it is possible to create the feature maps able to explain the semantic meaning of the image itself. These maps are represented by numerical, logical or symbolic elements. Every map identify a specific characteristic of the image (low level feature), several maps are needed to obtain a more complex features (high level feature). Images with high level of colours, objects and details (that is, with several complex features) need of several different set of maps to explain their own semantic content. Obviously, the complexity of the features extracted from the images depends on two main factors. The first one regards the intrinsic complexity of the image. In fact the content of an image can be more or less ambiguous and understandable. This depends on several factors that can influence the image layout, such as: the number and the complexity of the objects represented inside the image, the spatial relationships between these objects, the logical connections between these objects, the textures and the patterns through which these objects are expressed, the complex patterns, structures and shapes represented inside the image, and so on. Moreover, it has to be into account that there are graphical domains (such as: industrial, mechanical, and so on), which are less complex than others (such as: medical, biological, and so on), in fact, as well known (Zhang, 2006; Sarfraz, 2005) , the image understanding in artificial domains have a low level of complexity than natural domains. The second factor related to the complexity of the features extracted from the images regards the kind of features that the user wants to obtain from the images. A digital image has a semantic information content distributed on several levels. In fact in an image it is possible to analyze simple features (as the colour scale) or complex features (as the morphological characteristics that make up the object inside the image). Likewise more deep analysis related the context of the image as well as conjectural analysis regarding the semantic meaning of the image can be performed. The quality, quantity and depth of the features extracted from the image depend on how the user intends to use the information. In particular, an image classification system based on simple colour variation (where a simple RGB query is used to identify images that have the specified amount of colours) is much less complex than one based on textural or semantic information (where a descriptive query is used to identify images that have, with a fixed degree of uncertainty, the required semantic features). Moreover, it is important to observer that the metadata description obtained by complex features allow to conceive store and retrieval image systems based on complex query. For example, a system based on texture analysis approach can adopt complex ways to formulate a query, such as: the natural language to describe a scene, the use of pattern template (query by example), the use of a mathematical description of a complex features, and so on. A further aspect that has to be taken into account regards the way through which the features are represented. This aspect is tightly tied to both the semantic meaning of each extracted feature and how this feature will be used by the user. In fact a same feature (for example, the corners measure of the objects in an image) can be represented in different ways (numerical representation, expressed by constraints between the strokes that make up the corner, vectorial representation, and so on). To explain the just mentioned concepts it is necessary to introduce the following example (see Figure 1) .
In Figure 1 are represented twenty-one segments. A first set of simple extracted features may regard the identification of the segments and related spatial positions inside the graphical layout, moreover the texture of each element may be "easily" detected. Indeed, a more careful analysis can highlight more complex features. For example by a simple approach of pattern recognition two main patterns can be identified, as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows two different patterns, in particular the first pattern is made up by three segments in a triangular geometrical relationship, while the second pattern is made up by a more complex geometrical relationship. In fact, it is composed by four segments where: the two external verticals segments and one horizontal segment are equidistant in considering of a horizontal measure, besides the fourth segment is inner to the two external horizontal segments. Other geometrical consideration could be made for the elements involved in the second pattern. Indeed, the second pattern is an interpretation about some set of segments identified into the graphical layout, it is the more likely but not the only possible. These two patterns can be used to describe the semantic meaning of the image, other features, as shown in Figure 2 , could be extracted to support the just extracted features.
In Figure 2 are shown two additional features that could be considered in the image understanding process. In particular, two different triangular relationships are identified for the three shapes belonging to the first and second pattern. Moreover, it can be observed that three segments (belonging to the shapes related to the first pattern) have the same texture. Obviously, other features (simple and/or complex) could be extracted. It depends from several factors, such as: application domain, type of image classification method, structure of the queries with which it is possible to interact with the store/retrieval system, and so on. Also the representation of the extracted features covers a main role. In fact, every feature can be represented in several ways depending from how the user wants to apply the information. In this case, the bi-dimensional geometrical domain, the simple textures and the intuitive geometrical relationships between the elements suggest to use a simple numerical or vectorial representation. In Table 2 is shown a simple tree representation, expressed in XML like standard that can be used to describe every kind of 2D graphical shape (Quin, 1999) , which resumes the main characteristics of the shape belonging to the first reference pattern.
The vectorial description provided in Table 2 highlights some main characteristics of the related shape. In particular, the spatial constraints (SpatialOnPrimitives) fix the spatial relationships between the three elements that make up the shape. The linkage constraints (LinkedTextures) identify specific textures associated (by a hash-table) to the elements. Furthermore, the approximate constraints (ApproximableSpatialOnPrimitives) identify the rotation degree of the elements respect the horizontal axis (x axis). Indeed, the constraints shown in Table 2 represent only a sub-set of the real complex constraints that need to describe the related shape in a vectorial way. Moreover, additional information regarding the relationships about all the shapes in the graphical layout can be needful to describe the whole shapes' situation.
All the described factors (that is, the features extracted from an image and the related representation) make up the theoretical basis through which to analyze and to create the store/retrieval systems. The different choices performed in these two main issues drive the capability, adaptability, reliability and goodness of the related implemented image store/retrieval systems.
The purpose of this kind approach is to provide a suitable and adaptable system for the definite application domain and to implement store and retrieve operations in effective and efficient way. All these kinds of reasoning can be applied on every type of image both in natural domain and artificial domain. The main goal of these efforts is to obtain a semantic description that goes beyond the simple explanation of the sum of the parts that make up the graphical layout of the image.
The last factor that has to be taken into account regards the "link" between the approach used to extract the image information and the way with which the images are stored and recovered in the system. In fact, these two aspects that compose the image retrieval framework are tightly connected. For example, (Belkhatir, 2005; Vu et al., 2003) and a query by lexical description (Belkhatir et al., 2005; Dagli et al., 2004) systems require two completely different logical structures. Also the kind of information extracted from the images and the data structures in which the information are stored have to be conceived differently.
In the next two sections both a general description of some of the most interesting AI approaches applied in image feature extraction and a more exhaustive description of the GAs are introduced.
AI APProAcheS In ImAge FeAture extrActIon
The current approaches to perform the feature extraction activity (from different images in different domains) can be aided by new technological software approaches (Saad et al., 2007) . For this reason, in the early years, there has been much effort to adopt novel computer science approaches on feature extraction matter.
The Artificial Intelligence is a branch of Computer Science made up by several different complex areas. These areas have the common characteristic to exploit, from different points of view, the concepts that drive the capacities (and/or mechanisms) of the human intellect to solve different problems in different Vectorial XML like Representation <Description id="Shape 4"> <GeneralizedPrimitives> <Segment id="Segment-1"/> <Segment id="Segment-2"/> <Segment id="Segment-3"/> </GeneralizedPrimitives> <Constraints> <SpatialOnPrimitives> <Coincident first="Segment-1" second="Segment-2"/> <AboutThirty first="Segment-1" second="Segment-2"/> <GreaterLength first="Segment-1" second="Segment-2"/> <Coincident first="Segment-2" second="Segment-3"/> <AboutThirty first="Segment-2" second="Segment-3"/> <GreaterLength first="Segment-2" second="Segment-3"/> <Coincident first="Segment-3" second="Segment-1"/> <AboutThirty first="Segment-3" second="Segment-1"/> <GreaterLength first="Segment-3" second="Segment-1"/> …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… </SpatialOnPrimitives> <LinkedTextures> <TextureLink primitive="Segment-1" texture="type a"/> <TextureLink primitive="Segment-2" texture="type a"/> <TextureLink primitive="Segment-3" texture="type b"/> </LinkedTextures> <ApproximableSpatialOnPrimitives> <SegmentOrientation first="Segment-1" second="Segment-2"/> <SegmentOrientation first="Segment-2" second="Segment-3"/> <SegmentOrientation first="Segment-3" second="Segment-1"/> …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… </ApproximableSpatialOnPrimitives> …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… </Constraints> </Description> application domains (advanced human problem solving). In this context, the AI allows a careful feature extraction activity from the image to obtain a higher (respect the conventional approaches) information content description. Indeed, the extracted features and their representations are usually distinguished concepts. In fact, the first one (extracted features) are tied up to both the image application domain (that determines complexity and quantity of the features that can be extracted from the given images) and the approach used to perform the feature extraction process. While the second one (related representations) are tied up according to the specific logical algorithms and logical data structure used to reach the prefixed aim. For example, it is possible to represent a particular image feature by several different logical data structure, such as: graphs, trees, set of mathematical constraints, statistical models, and so on. Therefore, the strategies and the algorithms used and/or created to manage the image representation are deeply tied up to the performed choice. This kind of choice is often driven by the way in which both the indexing of the images and the modality of the queries (such as: visual query, textual query, graphical query, and so on).
An interesting powerful approach used to extract meaningful features from an image belongs to the Intelligent Agents (IAs) area. Commonly, the IAs based approaches use an entity (the agent) which is aware of the assigned task, and this entity knows how to accomplish it (Jennings et al., 1998) . This kind of algorithms is based on single elaboration entities, which work together on the same task and/or separately on different tasks (or parts of the same task). Each entity has to respect several characteristics such as (but not only): reactivity (the ability to interact timely with the environment and the events that occur in it), pro-activity (the ability to work in expected way, but if necessary it has to be also able to take initiatives), autonomy (the ability to work without external presence), social ability (the ability to interact with both other entities and humans). In particular, this last mentioned main property of the entities has a huge relevance in the image feature extraction. In fact, complex image domains require a large amount of feature maps to be described, therefore it is necessary to employ a large amount of agents able to understand the different peculiarity into the images. These agents have to interact each other to accomplish the relative assigned tasks. The complexity of the communication mechanism occurs according to the number and the complexity of the agents involved in the process. For this reason the features of whatever image are usually extracted by Multi-Agent Systems which work separately (but in Figure 3 . Simple image feature extraction conceptual scheme constant contact) on different aspects of the image (Liu et al., 2002) . In Figure 3 a simple conceptual scheme of a common MAS architecture is given. Figure 3 shows several blocks, each one made up by several IAs. Each block deals with a set of simple and/or complex features (or also a single feature), every agent inside a block can be considered an expert entity regarding a specific feature (such as: colours, corners, textures, and so on) or part of it. Every agent in a block can interact only with the agents of the same block. The coordination and interaction activities between blocks are performed by the mediator agents (MD) and a unique master mediator agent (MMD). The IA systems are particularly used in complex natural domain, such as: medical fields, biological fields, and so on. The reason is that these systems are particularly congenial to the statistical computation, that is, to identify: statistical patterns, stochastic situations, approximate models, and so on.
An interesting approach belonging to the IAs area, that follows the mentioned MAS architecture, is performed by Pattern Recognition Agents (PRA) (Konar, 2000; Liu et al., 2000) . In this approach each agent is learned to recognize a particular feature (or parts of it) of the image (such as: set of primitive patterns, set of correlated colours, set or sub-set of textures, and so on). The agents can be grouped in teams, where every team deals with a specific feature (or set of features). The ability of interaction among PRAs drives the quality of extracted features. In fact a single pattern can be composed by several different aspects. Every agent belongs to a team has to interact with the other team agents to accomplish accuracy the connected feature extraction process. This reasoning can be used in a higher level to highlight the importance of interaction between teams.
The representation of the features extracted by agents depends on the kind of agents themselves. Several agents store the features to provide them to the other agents, in other cases the features have to be provided to the whole image retrieval system. Consequently, the data structures can have a wide range of representations, however the features exchange purely between agents have commonly a double-precision numerical representation.
Another considerable (and charming) application area regards the Neural Networks (NNs) also called Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) (Hopgood, 2005) . The applied paradigm, in this area, is connected to the cognitive information processing structure based on models of human brain function. The ANNs have been developed "to mimic" the elaboration way with which the central nervous system performs the information processing activity. ANNs (likewise to the hardware ANNs) can be considered like interconnected entities that work together to produce an output function. An ANN software architecture is composed by a number of interconnected units (called also neurons or nodes). Each unit can receive one (or more) input and can perform one output. Moreover the output performed by a unit can be used either as an input to other units or it can be part of the output of the whole network (I/O characteristics). Each unit implements a local mathematical or computational model for information processing. The output of any unit depends on several factors, such as (but not only): local model, interconnection (weighted) among units, I/O characteristics, external input, score feedback, and so on. The number and the kind of the factors (as well the complexity of the network topology) are related to the kind and the complexity of the specific application.
The topology of an ANN image feature extraction depends on both the application domain and the specified filters (that is, the algorithms) used to extract the features.
In general, there are several topologies of an ANN, both in learning and analysis phase, such as: State Space Neural Network (SSNN) (Zayan, 2006) , Multi-Layer Perceptron Network (MLPN) (Eleuteri et al., 2005) , Modular Feed-Forward Network (MFFN) (Boerrs et al., 1992) , and so on. These topologies can be applied on one or more conceptual layers through which to implement the whole steps regarding the image retrieval system. Moreover there are several paradigms with which these topologies can be applied, such as: supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement. Indeed, as shown in Figure 4 , in image feature extraction the hierarchical topology is widely used. Every image is firstly analyzed by several neurons (nodes belonging to the first level) that catch the lowest possible features, such as: colours, simple primitives, simple patterns, local characteristics, and so on. Afterwards, this set of simple features is analyzed by the neurons of the next level (in the example, second level) to make up a new set of more complex and semantically complete features. This activity is performed until the last ANN level (in the example, third level) to obtain a definitive complex version of the extracted features, such as: textures, complex patterns, objects relationships, and so on. This kind of step by step "refinement" can be performed using several different approaches. For example, a typical simple strategy can be performed catching simple statistical pattern about the image (as colour histograms about prefixed portion of the image) that, level by level, are correlated (by spatial information about cluster of pixels with the same histogram) to make up a more complex statistical scenario describing the object inside the images.
The final aim of the whole network is to provide a complete semantic description of the analyzed images. Indeed, the hierarchical network can have several variations to accomplish the requirements of a specific domain or a complex image retrieval system. The functionality of the algorithms inside each node is strongly subdivided according to the related level. In particular, while the algorithms belonging to the "low" levels work deeply on the image features, ones belonging to the "high" levels have to join and to interpret the information of the previous levels to provide, at the following level, high level descriptions.
A common algorithm based on ANN hierarchical topology is performed by Complex Adaptive System (CAS) (Arunkumar, 2004) paradigms. These systems can able to change their structure (topology, by adding nodes and functionalities) according to the external or internal information that flow through the network.
The employment of the ANNs in image feature extraction occurs usually after a hard phase of training process. In fact, these nets have to learn to recognize every single feature by a set of training . data set. In particular, the net parameters are trained to recognize a first specific feature, afterwards the parameters are adjusted and managed to recognize another features, and so on. This phase can be very hard because every new feature that can be recognized can "invalidate" the previous choices. During this process both the network topology and the complexity of the model inside each net node can undergo changes. In particular, it can be necessary to introduce new nodes into the net otherwise to "complicate" (or to change) the model that drive the node task.
There are several approaches based on ANNs. The reason is that the same goal (for example the research of a particular roughness in a texture model) can be performed by several different nets. This involves possible different patterns of net topologies, different learning approaches (supervised or unsupervised), different computational models inside the nodes, and so on. All of this makes the classification of image feature extraction based on ANNs approaches hard.
A common ANN approach is based on Bayesian networks (Dol et al., 2006 ) (Bayesian Neural Network, BNN). This kind of networks is designed to learn very quickly and incrementally. They are based on probabilistic graphical models. In the graph nodes represent random variables and arcs represent dependencies between random variables with conditional probabilities at nodes. Frequently, BNNs are used to obtain many advantages over traditional methods of determining causal relationships (Limin, 2006) . For example, the BNNs parameters of the models are expressed as a probability distribution rather than a single set of values. Other advantages regard the possibility (by the model) to support a powerful supervised ate learning phase and the opportunity to have a well knowledge feedback mechanisms to ensure an acceptable range of errors.
In image features extraction these causal relationships represent the desired image features. The BNNs (but also other ANNs) are made up by "reasoning layers" (that is, layers able to understand the effective structure of the image according to the layer knowledge) in which each layer attends to a specific feature level (for example a BNN with three levels can have: first level -global geometrical features, second level -stroke features, third level -shape/object features). Obviously, each layer is connected to each other, but the ability and the "knowledge" of nodes is tied up to the specific layer.
Differently from the previously introduced artificial intelligent areas, the input and output of the approaches belonging to the ANNs area are usually mathematical vectors.
An interesting AI area very frequently used for feature extraction is Artificial Vision (AV). The approaches belonging to this area aim to identify image features by "mimicking" human visual perception. The AV process tends to identify simple (such as: colours, simple shapes/patterns, and so on) and complex (such as: complex shapes/patterns, objects/models, relationship among objects/models, and so on) features exploiting the "mimicked" human ability to recognize them in the image.
Unlike the aforementioned thematic areas, the AV does not have specific common approaches. It includes a set of methods and techniques that are used in a lot of different ways in the image feature extraction matter. A common element of these approaches is the Image Operator (IO) concept (called also: image-filter, elaboration-mask, feature-extractor, etc., or simply feature). The IO is usually the computational unit that deals with a single feature (or part of it in complex features). The joined use of more IOs is performed to extract more complex feature and/or a set of simple/complex features. The Spatial Gray Level Dependence Matrixes (SGLDM) are commonly used to perform IOs able to recognize complex features (Haralick et al., 1973) . These matrixes work on the spatial relationships that occur among pixels belonging to predefined portions of the image. There are several ways to effectively perform the matrixes, that is there are several ways to consider the distance between two pixels or cluster of pixels (such as: Euclidean, circular, eight neighbours, four neighbours, and so on). A common approach is to use the Co-Occurrence Matrixes (Vadivel, 2007) . Through an opportune mathematical interpretation of these matrixes (that is, a mathematical norm that gives a single value from an entire matrix) the IOs can recognize complex textural visual features such as: regularity, roughness, coarseness, directionality, and so on.
Indeed, the image understanding/learning process by AV is also used to extract these features, which are visible only by an artificial sophisticated visual approach (advanced visual perception that goes beyond the common visual perception).
There are others AI areas that can be adopted in several ways to support the image feature extraction, such as: Case-Base Reasoning (CBR), Knowledge-Based Systems (KBSs), Fuzzy Logic, Decision Trees, and so on.
genetIc ALgorIthmS In ImAge FeAture extrActIon
One of the most recent interesting AI areas in the image feature extraction regards the Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). Commonly, these kinds of algorithms use a heuristic approach to find approximate solutions to optimization and search problems.
The EAs are inspired by Darwin's theory about biological evolution. For this reason they use techniques driven by evolutionary biology (such as: reproduction, inheritance, mutation, selection, and crossover -also called recombination-survival of the fittest, and so on) to reach a solution. These algorithms start from a non-optimal solution and reach the optimal one toward their evolution. Indeed, there are several kinds of EAs (Freitas, 2002; Korolev, 2007; Zheng et al., 2007) , such as: Genetic Algorithms (GAs), Genetic Programming (GP), Evolutionary Programming (EP), Evolution Strategies (ESs), and others. All these EAs follow the Darwin inspiration but, at the same time, they are distinguished by the different ways with which they have been applied, such as: different interpretation of evolution, different role of the solutions in evolutionary mechanism, different concept of mutation, and so on. The EAs adopt different conceptual models (paradigms) with which the Darwin evolution is performed.
Between the aforementioned algorithms the GAs use the paradigm that better than others adapts itself for the image feature extraction problems (Li et al., 2004; Brumby et al., 1999; Brumby et al., 2002) that is the "concept" behind the GA paradigm has a natural empathy with the image feature extraction problems. This paradigm can be expressed as follow: the GA is started with a set of abstract candidate solutions population. These solutions are represented by chromosomes (genotypes or genomes). The Solutions from one population are taken and used to form a new population. This last process is motivated by the hope that the new population will be better than the old one. In each generation, the fitness of each candidate solution is evaluated, multiple candidate solutions are stochastically selected from the current solutions (based on their fitness), and modified (recombined and/or mutated and/or others "genetic" operations) to form a new population of candidate solutions. The new population is then used in the next iteration of the algorithm.
The GAs, adopted with this paradigm, are generally used to perform optimization tasks in several different application domains. In image feature extraction this family of algorithms is used to increase both the quality and quantity of the features extracted from the image. They are used to catch particular kinds of features (such as: complex patterns or complex textures) that are hardly achievable with common approaches. All these factors play a relevant role in graphical data mining applications.
The GAs (and the EAs in general) applied to the image feature extraction allow to exploit and improve the just imposed conventional techniques based on statistical/synthetic pattern recognition, edge detection, shapes/objects analysis, model characterization/extraction, and so on. In fact, the GAs allow creating a framework through which the well known potentialities of the conventional techniques. Inside the GA framework, well known feature vectors otherwise specific mathematical image operators or even whole classical applications of image feature extraction are hosted. The framework allows improving the basic techniques through the GAs optimal research process. In Figure 5 a simple graphical explication about the GA paradigm applied to the image feature extraction is given.
As it is possible to observe by Figure 5 , initial features are used to provide a start up to the retrieval system. These features can be randomly or empirically discovered in previous studies and/or analysis. The "temporary" solution is evaluated usually by a matching function on well-known pattern and/or configuration belonging to the images application domain. The best features are selected, modified, recombined and mutated to provide a new generation of features to restart the whole process. Usually, a rank on the matching function is used to decide the end of the process.
The candidate solutions of the GAs, differently from the case of their use for the image features extraction, are usually (but not only) represented by binary strings. The initial population may be created at random or some knowledge about previously known solutions may be used. In image feature extraction the candidate solutions tend to be considerably more complex. They are conveyed by several different heterogeneous ways such as: mathematical functions, formal descriptions, languages (such as the natural language), numerical feature vectors, and so on. For example, several GAs approaches use, as candidate solutions, selected (depending on a specific domain) image operators connected to the desired features. Other approaches to reach the same aim use well known experimental numerical feature vectors. In more complex approaches the candidate solutions can be also conveyed by high level description languages (such as: natural language, visual language, and so on), otherwise by autonomy algorithms (Cheng et al., 2005; Leveson et al., 2004) each one dedicated to catch a particular feature. An autonomy algorithm has the capability to improve the ability in problem solving activity, in particular it is able to face new situations and to integrate the developed behaviour as a new functionality.
Figure 5. General scheme of GA paradigm in image feature extraction
Seldom, the initial population in image feature extraction, is created in random way, because this could bring about problems in system's performance (more than in the common GAs application domains). In fact, a solution (such as a vector) for a single feature (such a kind of texture) can involve several vectors having high dimension. These algorithms start from low level (or not sufficient) feature description and reach (by evolution) high level (or acceptable) feature description. The candidate solution is essentially driven by several factors: complexity of the image domain, methods through which to perform the evolutionary mechanism, quality and quantity of the desired features, and so on.
The evolution of solutions (included: the specific used "genetic" operators) and the fitness function can be performed in several different ways. They respectively depend on both: the solution's description and the way with which to measure the quality of the population (solutions). Some GAs set the evolution process based on objects/shapes identification by edge detection recognition (segmentation technique). The candidate solution, in this case, uses the first and second order derivatives to catch the edges in the images. Other kinds of GAs use a completely heuristic approach to find the best set of features able to describe the image. Usually they start from features expressed by numerical vectors, which should represent the meaningful features of the image application domain. Operators (usually: mutation and crossover) "change" the solutions with the aim to perform a more suitable segmentation on training image data set. Also in this case the fitness function works to guarantee a high level of the visual segmentation of the approach.
In general, the GAs will not necessarily achieve the optimal solution to the feature extraction problems, but they permit it by means of a careful manipulation of the solutions and they increase the chances of success choosing a suitable description to the image features.
There is an advanced way that tries to improve the GAs characteristics, the Genetic Programming (GP). In this technique not only the solution, but the whole GAs evolves. In this way the algorithm can adapt itself to different kinds of problems and give creative solutions for them. GP is often used to construct image-processing operators for specific tasks. The fitness of the parse tree is usually evaluated by comparison with training examples, where the task to be achieved has been performed manually.
There are several ways to perform the output of the AI image feature extraction approaches. Indeed, sometimes may be convenient to have a "standard" output structure contained the set point of interest about the features of an image, such as: graphs, trees, vectors, and so on. In other situations it could be convenient to have more complex "structures" that describe the extracted features, such as: raster images, diagrams, mathematical functions, and so on.
hyBrId SyStemS & recent APPLIcAtIonS
The collaborative use of more AI image feature extraction algorithms (hybrid systems) can be performed to extract features from complex domains otherwise to improve the performance of a specific AI algorithm. For example, GAs have been used to support the training process of the ANNs. The GAs can be also used to drive the whole structure of the net. Usually, the ANNs engage collaborative relationships with several kinds of EAs (not only GAs).
Several hybrid systems adopt at the same time more than one approach such as" fuzzy logic (a basic AI area) IAs, ANNs, EAs, and so on. A common strategy of hybrid systems is to use the different involved systems by a layer strategy. For example it is possible to use an ANN to recognize the main features of an image, and after, on the extracted features, it can be convenient to adopt a set of IAs to refine the aforementioned features.
Bellow are described some interesting feature extraction applications based on AI methods. For example GENIE (GENetic Imagery Exploration) (Perkins et al., 2000) uses a genetic programming approach to produce automatic feature extraction (AFE) tools for broad-area features in multispectral, hyperspectral, panchromatic, and multi-instrument imagery. Both spectral and spatial signatures of features are discovered and exploited.
Another interesting application, mentioned in (Del Buono, 2007) is Face Recognition ActiveX DLL. This application uses neural net back propagation algorithm with more artificial intelligence tools added for imaging optimization. Library works great even for a low resolution Web cam image and requires the user to align to a mirror frame on screen.
POOKA application (Porter et al., 2003) combines reconfigurable computing hardware with evolutionary algorithms to allow rapid prototyping of image and signal processing algorithms implemented at the chip level. This enables POOKA to rapidly produce customized automated feature extraction algorithms the run hundreds of times faster than equivalent algorithms implemented in software.
The efforts aimed to improve the actual systems in feature extraction field are in increasing growth.
concLuSIon
The novel technologies, tied to the digital image environment, used to support the complex human being activities have brought an exponential growth of the image data sets into the local and/or distributed image databases.
The entropy of this kind of information makes the management of the images a hard task, moreover the high detail level of the actual images suggests that it is possible to explain the image content to develop innovative feature extraction mechanisms through which to perform store and retrieval activities in efficient and effective way. In particular, genetic algorithms (GAs) and other artificial intelligent (AIs) based approaches seem to provide the best suitable solutions in these feature extraction issues. In this way advanced systems both to retrieve and to handle the images in local and/or distributed databases can be developed.
Future reSeArch dIrectIonS
Whole just described image feature extraction approaches have to use a training data set to learn particular patterns and/or specific features that have to be recognized by the related system. In the last years, the emerging trend is to use the training data set by Gaussian Pyramidal Approach (Heeger, 1995; Lowe, 2004) . In this approach an image (source image) belonging to the training data set is analyzed to identify the desiderate patterns/features, moreover a new image (sub-sampled image) is generated. The sub-sampled image comes from the source image, the sub-sampling can depend on several factors, such as: lowering of resolution, replacing of pixel sets in the source image with pixel sets less dense (for example, due to an elaboration step), application of mathematical transformation, and so on. This process can be repetitively performed on the obtained image (sub-sampled image) to provide another sub-sampled image respect to the previous one. In this way from a single image, in training data set, it is possible to obtain several images, where every obtained image represents a level of the Gaussian Pyramid (source image is the pyramid base, and the other sub-sampled images represents respectively the first level, the second level, and so on).
All these images are used to understand the variation, quality and quantity of patterns/features into the image application domain. In fact in this way it is possible to obtain a more rich informative content about researched patterns/features. For example, by compared analysis of the different plans (obtained by a simple sub-sampled resolution) it is possible to observe information about the repetitions of specific patterns represented by different scale values.
An interesting opportunity that has to be taken into account in image feature extraction of complex and high resolution images is mathematical representation of the main patterns/features. That is, every pattern/feature (independently from the approach used to find it) can be expressed by a mathematical model, which can be exploited to perform provisional studies about the image application domain. For example, in medical image analysis mathematical models of different patterns representing the human tissues are used to estimate provisional models regarding: diagnosis, analysis, zones delineation, abnormal masses identification and irradiation, and so on.
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